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The CIA, Hillary Clinton, and Michael Bloomberg
We all know about the CIA’s secret project called “MK-Ultra Project” where they held wild drug parties
while trying to develop mind-control drugs.
The drug parties got so bad that it was shut down by President Gerald Ford in 1973 because it was
about to be disclosed and destroy the reputation of the CIA.
Some say that the CIA’s “MK-Ultra Project” started the Hippy Movement in San Francisco during the
1960’s.
The CIA Project was reshaped and secretly transferred to the U.S. Army’s chemical warfare
laboratories.
In 1969, all of the United States Biological Laboratories were completely shut down by President
Richard Nixon. And, all of the biological Warfare research items including all the stock piles of biological
warfare agents and munitions were destroyed by the government.
As a result, everything went deep underground. Top Secret. Even the names and locations became Top
Secret. As far as the government was concerned, biological warfare agents and munitions did not exist.
Meanwhile, since 1991 the Russian SVR Laboratories, headquartered in Yasenevo near Moscow, were
made responsible for the creation of biological weapons for clandestine operations in America and in
Europe.
Despite being Top Secret, the Russian scientists working on biological weapons love to brag about their
work. As such, the CIA has considerable knowledge about their biological research and development.

The former CIA Director John Brennan was a “wannabe” member of the Deep State. But, they really
didn’t trust him. Brennen knew what the Russians were doing on their mind control experiments and the
biological weapons that they were developing.
However, even as Director of the CIA, he still could not get information on the U.S. Army’s research on
biological mind control weapons.
Hillary Clinton, during her State Department tenure was especially active with the Deep State. She was
also not able to find out what the U.S. Army was doing on their mind control research and weapons
development.
Along came Bloomberg, who has great high level connections with China. Bloomberg also has had
connections with the Democrat’s Deep State for many years. And, they like him. Or, at least his money.
On one of his visits to China, Bloomberg met with Ding Guan'gen, the Chinese Minister of Propaganda –
now called Minister of Publicity. This led to other connections, including a biological scientist at the
Wuhan Institute of Virology, in Wuhan, China. That’s where China develops some of their biological
mind control weapons.
In 2013, Hillary Clinton arranged a meeting with John Brennen and Bloomberg. The subject was, “Hillary
as the next President and how can our friends help Hillary get elected.” They were of course, referring to
help from the Democrat’s Deep State.
It was at this meeting that the K4B-Virus was first mentioned. They didn’t know much about it. But, they
did know that it might somehow help them.
All they knew was that Hillary’s friend, George Soros, was pushing to use something called “The K4B
Virus” as a method to influence voters in America. And to make this happen, Soros insisted that they
had to bring in both Russia and China to the party.
At that meeting, they agreed to bring in Russia and China - which would provide more power and money
to get the job done - and destroy Trump.
Soros had the connections in Russia and Bloomberg already had the connections in China. This
provided a big step forward for the Democrat’s Deep State. But, they had to find out more about the
K4B-Virus.
They decided to enlist Soros in the search for the K4B-Virus biological weapon. Of course, he was more
than happy to agreed – and especially to destroy Donald Trump.

Read more …
In the next Chapter, you will learn about how the DNC (Democratic National Committee) and George
Soros worked together to organize mass riots against Donald Trump, all over the USA and Europe.
You will also learn about the first use of the K4B-Virus biological weapon on American citizens.
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